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Applying the non-singular aftine transformations AZ + p to a spherically sym- 
metrically distributed variate Z generates the covariance-location model, indexed 
by the parameters AA’ and pc, consisting of so-called elliptical distributions. We 
develop an algebraic machinery that simplifies the derivation of influence functions 
and asymptotic variance-covariance matrices for equivariant estimators of C and p 
and reveals a natural structure of L. In addition, optimal B-robust estimators are 
derived. ((3 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical multivariate theory is based on the multivariate normal dis- 
tribution, and most inference methods use the ordinary mean and sample 
covariance matrix in an appropriate way as estimation procedures. The 
question of robustness of such classical inference methods has received 
some attention in recent years; see, e.g., Clarke et al. [4] and Muirhead 
and Waternaux [22]. 
In addition, more robust alternative methods have been proposed. 
Gnanadesikan and Kettenring [ 1 l] (cf. [lo]) apparently were among the 
first to introduce robust correlation estimators, which may be used to com- 
pose an estimate of a covariance matrix. Huber [ 171 gives an account of 
further proposals along this line. Since such elementwise estimation may 
lead to matrices that are not positive semidetinite, it proves better to 
estimate the matrix as a whole, if it is to be used in a truly multivariate 
sense. A first proposal of this kind goes back to Wilk and Gnanadesikan 
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[33] (cf. also [5, lo]) and is called “ellipsoidal multivariate trimming.” 
The best-known method is aflinely equivariant M-estimation apparently 
first mentioned in print by Hampel 1131 and explored by Maronna [21]. 
Stahel [26,27], Donoho [7], Donoho and Huber [S], and Rousseeuw 
[24] discuss an entirely different type of ahinely equivariant estimators, 
which have much better resistance properties, but are computationally 
intensive. 
These robust estimators may be introduced into the classical methods of 
multivariate analysis in the hope to achieve robust overall procedures. Such 
a straightforward approach to discriminant analysis has been examined by 
Randles et al. [23], Broflitt et al. [l], and Campbell [3]. The idea was 
applied to principal components by Devlin et al. [6]; see also [2]. 
However, other robust methods that are designed for the specific problem 
at hand will usually perform slightly better. Such tailored methods for prin- 
cipal components are discussed by Li and Chen [IS] and Campbell [2]. 
A straightforward generalization of the classical multivariate normal 
model leads to the so-called elliptical distributions, which may be described 
as follows. Let F0 be a distribution in R” with a spherically symmetric den- 
sity fO( 11. )I *). The respective covariance-location model is the family of dis- 
tributions obtained by applying the non-singular afline transformations 
AZ + ~1 to a random variable Z with distribution F,. In order to achieve 
identifiability, the parameters are chosen to be C = AA ’ and .n, rather than 
A and p. In analogy with the normal case (F,,= Q,,,), C is called the 
(pseudo-) covariance matrix. 
Estimators are viewed as functionals on the space of the distributions F 
in R”, and we exhibit asymptotic formulas for affinely equiuariant 
estimators 2, fi, defined by the requirement that 
C[LzQlX+ h)] = -4.QU(X)] AT, FC=qAx+ b)l = Aj&Y( W)] + b, 
for all random variables X. (Y stands for “distribution of.“) 
There are a number of papers about these models that contain results 
and remarks about the robustness of classical procedures and about more 
robust alternative methods, such as the M-estimators mentioned above, 
e.g., [22, 29, 31, 323. (The name elliptical distributions is used by other 
authors for a more general class of distributions which assume a very 
special type of dependence between observations; see [9, 19, 201.) Note, 
however, that relevant robutness considerations cannot be obtained from 
examining the performance of a method for all elliptical distributions (as 
done in [16]; see [ 17]), since this class is too small. Rather, one of 
them-usually the normal model-should be selected as the “central 
model,” and a full neighborhood of it should ideally be examined. 
In this paper, we shall derive the influence function (see [14]) that 
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describes the “local” robustness, for aflinely equivariant estimators of 
covariance matrix and location. We shall also derive the asymptotic 
variance-covariance matrix of such estimators, without going into the task 
of proving asymptotic normality (cf. [ 17, 211). Both results have been 
given before ([ 16, 17, 21, 301 and others). We give an alternative, simple 
derivation. The formulas reveal an interesting structure which leads to the 
notions of size and shape of a covariance matrix. Finally, optimal robust 
estimators in the sense of Hampel [12, 141 are presented. For a more 
extensive discussion, see [ 15, 261. 
2. TECHNICALITIES 
In order to obtain a vector-valued parameter and to simplify results later 
on, we denote by vets(C), for any m x m symmetric matrix C, the vector 
vets(E) := toll/&, ~22/$k @mm/&r 021) c311 032%-.9 om,m- , 1’. 
(The notation := stands for “defined as.“) Then, 
> q=m(m+ 1)/2+m 
is the parameter of the model. It will be more convenient, however, to write 
F,+ instead of FO. 
Note that 2 Ilvecs(C)I/’ = trace(CC) is the usual orthogonally invariant 
norm for matrices, and l/0/l’ = jlvecs(L’)l12 + 11~11’. 
We need two technical concepts. First, consider vector functions 
a: R” 4 0. Remember that the parameter space consists of the two sub- 
spaces corresponding to the symmetric, positive definite matrix C and the 
location parameter p. In the same way, the function a can be regarded as a 
couple of functions C”: R” + set of symmetric, positive definite matrices, 




> P(“b) . 
DEFINITION 1. A function u(z) is orthogonally equivariant if it obeys the 
functional equations 
.zy fz) = m”(z) f ‘, /P(Tz) = f/f(z) 
for all orthogonal matrices r. 
By applying these equations with suitable orthogonal matrices r by 
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which the sign of a component is changed or two components are 
interchanged, it is not difftcult to obtain the following result. 
LEMMA 1. Orthogonally equivariant vector functions are characterized by 
three functions w;, w;, and wz, each from R+ to R, through 
C”(z) = zz’w$ ~~z~~‘) - zwg ~~z~~2), P%) = zqIIzl12). 
On the other hand, any function a(z) of this form is orthogonally equivariant. 
Furthermore, 
l14z~l12=~(l-~) [VW;(v)]’ + & u;(v)2 + vw;(v)2, (1) 
where v := l[zl(’ and 
u:(v) := vwz(v) - mw$(v) = trace[F(z)]. (2) 
These vector functions are related to q x q matrices which are “nearly 
diagonal.” 
DEFINITION 2. A d-type matrix is a matrix of the form 
i 
d,“Z,,, + d,Dee’ 0 0 
D= 0 df: . Zmtm - I)/2 0 
0 0 d,“.Z,,, i 
with suitable real numbers d,D, df, and d,D, where e := (1, l,..., 1)‘. We call 
df, df := df: + md,D, and d,” the characterizing constants of D. 
As the following result shows, d-type matrices arise from orthogonally 
equivariant vector functions by integration. 
LEMMA 2. Zf D = j a(z). b(z)r dF,(z) with spherically symmetric F,, then 
D is the d-type matrix given by 
df=- 
m+2 
’ w;(u) w;(u) dF”(u), 
d,” = & 1 u:(v) u:(v) dF”(v), 
d,” = j- ; w;(v) w;(v) dF”(u), 
where F” is the distribution of V= llZl12, Z-F,,. 
The proof is given in the Appendix. 
(3) 
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LEMMA 3. d-type matrices (denoted A, B, D) have the following proper- 
ties: 
(a) Multiplication is an Ahelian group operation with 
D=A.BodD=dAdB 
h h h> h = ‘I, ~3 1-1, 
D=Iod;=1, h = v, 5, PL, 
D=A-‘od,D=(d;;‘)-‘, h = v, 5, I*. 
(b) d;, d:, and d,D are the eigenvalues of D, d,D and dp being the eigen- 
values of the upper left m rows and columns. 
(c) If r is an orthogonal m x m matrix with a column with all entries 
equal ( = l/J%), and 
then the transformation D H ~‘D~ simultaneously diagonalizes all d-type 
matrices. 
Proof. Part (c) is easily verified, and (b) and (a) then follow 
immediately. fi 
LEMMA 4. d-type matrices transform orthogonally equivariant vector 
functions to orthogonally equivariant vector functions; in fact, 
b(z) = D . a(z) o 
wj;(v) = w;(v) d,D, u:(v) = u;(v) d:, w:,(v) = w;(v) d,“. (4) 
Proof: The jth component of Da(z), 1 <j < m, is 
~(~~C~~~~Cll;s2,-~~~ll~l12~l +dp”C IIz: ~;~ll~li’,-~;Cll~lI*~1> 
I 
= ~~~~~:~~~/l~/12~--w~~ll--112~~ 
with w:(v) := df w:(v)-d,Dvw$v). This makes clear that Da(z) is of the 
form described in Lemma 1. Inserting wi into (2) completes the proof. 1 
Remark. Note that the results interconnecting orthogonally equivariant 
vector functions and d-type matrices, notably (l), Lemma 2, Lemma 3(a), 
and (4), are based on a change of the coordinate system in the parameter 
space, given by a I+ pa and mentioned in Lemma 3(c). In this new space, 
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the first components are zP(~~z/~~) and d,” for a(z) and the diagonal of D, 
respectively. The next m - 1 components, although they are functions of 
the diagonal entries of P(z) and the respective elements of D, respectively, 
are of the same nature as the following components, which relate to the off- 
diagonal entries in P(z). This remark suggests alternative proofs for the 
results of this section and will be relevant again in Section 6. 
3. SCORES AND FISHER INFORMATION 
For a given pair C, p (C positive definite) define an A by AA ’ := C (A is 
not unique), and let z := A ~ ‘(x -p). Furthermore, let f” be the density of 
lIZI 2 when Z - F,, and 
W”(U) := -2zln(f”)} +(m-2)/u. 
For the normal distribution, f” is the XL density, and o”(u) = 1. 0, shall 
denote the identity parameter 8, = (vecs[Z] ‘, OT)? 
Since the density of Fz,p at x is det (L’-“2fO( lIzI\ 2), the likelihood scores 
can be shown to be 
s(x, e) = 
( 
vecs[Z-l(x-p)(x-p)TZ-lu”(u)-C-l] 
z-*(x-p) o”(u) ) 
with u := Il~ll~=(x---)~C~~(x--~) (relevant results on derivatives of 
matrices and quadratic forms can be found in [28]). s(z, 0,) is clearly an 
orthogonally equivariant vector function of z, with characterizing functions 
w;(u) = o”(u), w;(u) = 1, and w;(u) = w”(v). 
Note that s(x, 8) is of the form B(6) s(z, 8,) or, more precisely, 
s(x, 0) = C(A ~ ‘) s(z, e,), where A and z are defined as above, and C is 
given by 
(5) 
It therefore suffices to calculate the Fisher information J for BO. Lemma 2 
shows that J(&,) is a d-type matrix and gives the three numbers determin- 
ing it. 
4. EQUIVARIANT ESTIMATORS 
Since P’(TZ) = Y(Z) when Z-F? and r is orthogonal, equivariant 
estimators must satisfy f(F,) = TC(F,,) Tr and ;(F,J = @FO). The 
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reasoning leading to Lemma 1 then shows that z(FO) = ci(F,) . I for some 
B(F,) E R and fi(F,) = 0, and therefore, by equivariance, 
wx.J = W”) . c, F(F,r,,) = P. 
For simplicity, we assume Fisher consistency-&F?) = l-in what follows. 
The Znfruence Function of a general estimator 8 at a distribution F is 
defined by 
ZF(x; 4, F) = f; ( [&( 1 -E) F+ Ed,) - 8(F)]/&}, 
where A, is the point mass 1 at x [14]. Let C’ and ZA’ be defined by 
and let .X = AA’ and s = AZ + ZI as before. Then 
ZF(x; 0, F,,,) = 
i 
A vecs[L’(z)] AT 
Ad(=) > 
= C(A). ZF(z; 0, FO) 
for equivariant estimators f?. In order to find ,E’ and PI, let A = f and p = 0 
to see that ZF( .; f?, F,) is an orthogonally equivariant vector function. From 
the general properties j ZF(x; 8, F) dF(x) = 0 and j ZF(x; 4, F8) 
s(x, tZ)r dF,(x) = Z [obtained under regularity conditions from t?( For) 2 
&F,) + j Wx; 0, Fo) dF&)l, we can derive, using the results of Section 2, 
that the functions w;(u), U:(U), and w;(u) determining ZF(z; 8, F,) fulfill 
i 
u;(u) dF’(u) = 0, 
m 
m+2 
’ w;(u) o’(u) dF”(u) = 1, 
-& 1 u~(u)[uo’(u) - m] dP(u) = 1, 
i 
; w;(u) d(u) dF’(u) = 1. 
(6) 
If an estimator can be shown to be asymptotically normal in the usual 
sense, its asymptotic covariance matrix P’(8, F) is equal to 
j ZF(x; 6, F) ZF(x; 8, F)TdF(x). In the present context, V(8, FO) is given 
by Lemma 2 and is of d-type. For a general model distribution, 
V(e, Fz,+) = C(A) V(o, FO) CT(A), where C is given by (5). Note that the 
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components of 4 containing the variance estimates 6,, include a factor of 
l/fi, such that, e.g., as.var.(c+,, F,,) =2[ V(& F,)lii. 
5. M-ESTIMATORS 
An M-estimator 4 is given by a function $(x, 0) as the solution of 
1 $(x, 0) dF(x) = 0 for 8 = 8(F). The $ defining fi may always be left-mul- 
tiplied by a non-singular matrix (not depending on x) without changing 8. 
Since the Influence Function of an M-estimator is proportional to its 
t&function in this sense, one can choose 5(x, 0) = Zl;(x; 8, FH) (if IF exists). 
Hence, every affnely equivariant M-estimator for covariance and location 
admits a $-function of the form $(x, 0) = rj(z, 0,) where x= Az+p, 
f3= [vecs(AArjT, p’]‘, and 
vecs[zz’w’( ~~z~~*) - Zwf(llzll*)] 
a~, 4d=(vec~~~~z~1)=( ;wE(,,z,12) )- 
Conversely, if such a $-function defines an M-estimator-i.e., the defining 
equation has a unique solution (see [21,25] or [ 171 for sufficient con- 
ditions)-the estimator is equivariant. 
An equivalent definition of the estimator is: Find a matrix & and a vector 
i such that with z := B(x - fi) it holds that 
s zw$(Ilzlj')dF(z)=O. 
Then estimate C by k’k T and D by fi. 
It seems usefulifor insight and sup~dsedly for computation- to replace 






although one element of the matrix equation in the first line is redundant. 
[ut is given by (2).] Instead of choosing wf and wf to determine tj, 
wt and u$ may be given. wf can then be determined as w$(u) = 
[uw$(D) -c .uf(u)]/m with arbitrary c#O. This shows that different wf 
6X3/22/2-9 
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belong to the same II/, whereas to each II/ there corresponds a unique @ (as 
well as wf and wz) up to a factor. it can be chosen to be positive for the 
sensible choices of wf and u$ by an appropriate choice of c. For ease of 
interpretation, one may also try to obtain w$(u) z w$( u) for typical values 
of v. Here are some more arguments which indicate that @ is a more basic 
characteristic of II/ than W$ . 
Clearly, an M-estimator is Fisher-consistent iff 
s ugu, dzqu) = 0. 
The Influence Function and the asymptotic covariance matrix V at F, are 
derived from the general formulas for M-estimators as follows. Let 
M(B) := j Hx, ‘3 4x, Q’dFdx), Q(Q) := s $(x, 6) $6, @‘dFe(x). BY 
Lemma 2, M(8,) and Q(0,) are d-type matrices. The characterizing num- 
bers df’ and df (h = q, r, 11) are obtained from (3) by replacing a by 
$( ., 0,) and b by s( ., 0,) and cc/( ., 0,) respectively. Using the general for- 
mulas for Fisher-consistent M-estimators, ZF(x; 0, FB) = M(6) -’ $(x, (3) 
v(e,F,)=M(B)~‘Q(e)M(e)--‘, and Lemmas 4 and 3(a) we get 
w{(u)=w$(u)/d;lM, ui(u)=~$(u)/df’, w:(u)=w,“(u)/df’, and dL=df/(df’)‘, 
h = q, z, CL. Huber [16, 171 gives a formula for M(0,) which involves 
derivatives of the wt. They are connected to the present results by partial 
integration. He also presents sufficient conditions for asymptotic normality 
drawn from [21,25]. 
6. SIZE AND SHAPE 
The results obtained so far have been given in terms of orthogonally 
equivariant vector functions and d-type matrices. The former are charac- 
terized by three scalar functions We, u,, and wP, and the latter by three real 
numbers d,, d,, and d,. The last one of each of these triplets, w, and d,, 
respectively, clearly correspond to the location parameter; they are drop- 
ped if the location is assumed to be known. A reparametrization of the 
covariance matrix makes it possible to link the first two to two parameters, 
interpreted as size and shape, in the same way. Equations (3), (4), and (7) 
and Lemma 3 underline the usefulness of attaching an interpretation to all 
three components. 
DEFINITION 3. The log-size and the shape parameter are defined as the 
mean and “standard deviation” of the logarithmized eigenvalues 3L, of the 
covariance matrix, respectively, 
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T := ave,[log(&)] =A log det(C), 
q* := avei[log(ili) - 21’. 
Let the estimates z^ and i be defined in the obvious way. The squared 
norm of the Influence Function at F,,, as given by (1 ), splits up into three 
interpretable components, 
The fact that the first term coincides with the first term in (1) is shown by 
assuming a contaminating point mass E at z = (r, O,..., O)T and inserting 
T[ (1 - E) k’O + &A;] = c?(F,,) Z + EC’(Z) into the definition of ii. 
We call 
Yh*(T Fo) := SUP Ilm~; fi, Fdll, h = v, t, p (9) 
the sensitivities of shape, size, and location. 
7. OPTIMAL B-ROBUST ESTIMATORS 
Since the Influence Function is intended to measure the effect of a single 
(or small proportion of) outlier(s) on the estimate, the supremum of its 
absolute value is a measure of robustness, called the sensitivity. Hampel 
[12, 143 formulated the problem of maximizing efficiency at model dis- 
tributions subject to a preset bound on the sensitivity and found the 
solution for a single parameter. The result has been extended to vector- 
valued parameters; see [15]. Instead of applying the general solution (as 
done in [26]) we discuss a class of optimal estimators that reflects the 
structure of the covariance-location model as discussed above. For sim- 
plicity, F, is assumed to be the standard normal distribution throughout 
this section. Let b,, b,, and b, be fixed non-negative numbers. Define an 
M-estimator as in Section 5 by 
w$( v) = min 
1 1 ( > w:(v) = min 11 h,‘V ’ ( > q-J ’ 
and 
(11) 
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where /I is defined implicitly by 
s us”(u) dF”(u) = 0. (12) 
The sensitivities of shape, size, and location of such an estimator [see (9)], 
denoted by yh(bh), h = q, r, p, can be obtained from (8), (l), and the 
remark at the end of Section 4. For example, 
Y,(b) = Cm4(b)l-‘3 
d,(b) := j (u -MB)’ min (;y A-) dF”(u). 
The following result shows that the estimator obtained for 
b, = b, = b, = 0 is a most robust estimator. 
THEOREM 1. For any affine equivariant, Fisher-consistent estimator T, we 
have 
Y,*(T, Fo) 2 Y,(O) =k [(m - l)(m + 2)1’/~, 
Y,*(T Fo) 2 y,(O) = [2m/lf’(mfl)] ‘, 
where m/l is the median of the xi distribution and f” its density. 
Proof. In this section, proofs are given only for the “t component,” 
since the remaining two “components” are easier to handle. Consider any 
fixed T with y,*( T, F,) < co. Let r.4: be the U, function corresponding to 
IF( .; T, F,). Because of (6), we have for any c 
l(v-c)~:(u)dFV(v)=j(v-m)~~(u)dP(u)= 1; 
I Iv - cly,*(T, Fo) df’“(v) 3 1, 
y,*(T, F,)> jIv--l df;“(v) 
[ 1 
-I . 
Now let c = mP, where /I is the consistency correction for b = 0 [given by 
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(12)]. Then the right-hand side of the last inequality is y,(O), since again, 
by (12h 
[(u-m)sign(v-mb)dF’(u)=[(u-mj?)sign(u-mfi)dFi(u) 
= s Iv-rnfil dlqu). 
For the same reason, this integral can be rewritten as - [CD u G(u) + 
jzD u &‘“(u). Now, the reader should insert the xi density and use partial 
integration to obtain the given expression for y,(O), again observing 
(12). I 
Next, let us show that each sensitivity value above its bound corresponds 
to an estimator in the class constructed above. 
LEMMA 5. For each c > y,,(O) there is a unique b such that y,,(b) = c. 
Proof: It is easy to see that y,(b) + cc as b + cc and that it suffices to 
show that d, has a negative derivative. Note that b depends on b and is 
determined by (12), which can be rewritten in terms of the Huber function 
Ic/[(.) :=min[max(.,-c), c] as 
dF’( u) = 0. 
Differentiation with respect to b may be done on the integrand since +, is 
bounded, and results in 
s+/, (u-;lW) [u-mj?(b)+mbj?‘(b)] dF’(u)=O. 
Similarly, 
d:(b) = -$ j- ulc/; (‘- Iptb)) [u -m/?(b) + mb/l’(b)] dF”(u). 
Because of the preceding equation and the form of rj,, this expression can 
be transformed into 
d:(b)= -$j$;(“-;‘(b)) [u-m&b) + mb/?‘(b)12 dF”(u) 
1 
s 
d(b) + b =-- 
b2 
mS(b)-b [u-mB(b)+mbp’(b)12dF”(o)<0. I 
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Finally, the optimality properties can be stated. Let Y be the class of all 
afhne equivariant, Fisher-consistent estimators for the covariance-location 
problem which have an Influence Function satisfying (6) and being square 
integrable with respect to F,. 
THEOREM 2. Let crl 2 y,(O), c, >y,(O), and cP > y,(O) be given, and let 
T* be the estimator defined by (lo)-(12) with Yh(bh) = c,,, h = n, z, p. T* 
achieves the following optimalities within .Y-: 
(i) it maximizes dr subject to IZF(.; n, F,)I <c,,; 
(ii) it maximizes drsubject to IZF(.; z^, FO)l dc,; 
(iii) it maximizes d; subject to IlZF( .; fi, F,)II d cP; 
and therefore 
(iv) it maximizes V(fi, FX,P) (for all C, u) in the strong sense subject 
to all three conditions. 
Proof A straightforward adaption of the proof of Hampel’s “Lemma 5” 
[12, 14, 151 leads to the following argument for (ii). We set out to 
minimize Q := 1 Us dF”(v) subject to the restrictions 
Iu(o)I 6 c,, 
I u(v)dFL’(v)=O, 
s (v-m)u(v)dF”(v)=l. 
Instead of Q, we can minimize, for any a, 
a:=![ u(v)-i(v-a) ‘dF”(v) 1 
=Q-gju(v)(v-a)dF(v)+$j(v-a)‘dF’(v) 
=Q-i(l +O)+constant. 
The integrand in Q is minimized pointwise by g(. ) := $J( * -a)/b] under 
the first restriction. But in general, g is not an Influence Function since it 
violates the two later restrictions. When choosing b such that y,(b) = c,, 
and a = m/3 where fi is given by (12), then g is an Influence Function and 
coincides with the u$ given by (11) up to a factor c,. Parts (i) and (iii) are 
again easier to prove, and (iv) follows because of Lemma 3(b) of Section 2 
and equivariance properties. 1 
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The extreme estimator obtained when b, = b, = b, JO may be described 
in words: Find the affine transformation z = &x - ii) for which the trans- 
formed points show the following picture: If you project the z’s onto the 
hypersphere with squared radius equal to the median of F” (Z-F,,), the 
ordinary covariance matrix of the projected points must be proportional to 
1, and half of the points must lie on each side of the surface. This procedure 
has been suggested earlier by Hampel [13]. Note that the efficiency loss is 
small in higher dimensions. In fact, d,” = 1 + 2/m, d,Yz 1 + 1/2m, and only 
for the size does the efficiency loss remain finite, d,V+ n/2. 
This suggests using the extreme estimator for large m. On the other 
hand, the known algorithms for M-estimators (see [15, 171) do not work 
in this case, and a not-quite extreme estimator should be used. 
The high efficiency is, however, just the good side of the coin that shows 
poor breakdown properties on its other side. As in robust regression, a 
high breakdown point estimator (see the Introduction) should be used as a 
starting point, and a few iterations with an algorithm calculating a 
redescending M-estimator should be appended. 
The generalization of these results to non-normal r;b is easy but probably 
not worthwhile. Stahel [26] considers most efficient estimators under a 
restriction on the norm of the entire Influence Function, or on 
ZF(x; 4, FE,,). V(d, F,,,)-‘.ZF(x; 0, F,,,)r (see [lS]). 
8. APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
Symmetry considerations show that D is of the form 
i 
;T,DI, + a;eeT 0 0 
D= 0 2; . Zm(m - 1)/2 0 
0 0 a;.~, i 
with some @, a;, a;, and 2;. Clearly, 2; equals 
;j C~j’~~~ll~ll2~-~~~ll~ll2~lC~~~~~ll~ll2~-~~~ll~ll2~1 dF,(z) (13) 
with i#j, while 2: + 2; is the same with i=j, i and j being arbitrary 
otherwise. Also, 
~?=j& W~(llzl12) W~(lIzl12W’o(z)~ i#j, 
(14) 
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In the last equation, let i run from 1 to m and sum up to get 2: = df (as 
stated in the lemma). Before working on zt, note that, for any function G, 
j~:Wl12)dF,(z)=3 jz:z:G(/lzl12)d~o(z). (15) 
This is shown by calculating the conditional expectations 
If we now sum up the right-hand side of (14) over all i and j (including 
i =j) and make use of (15) with G(v) = W;(U) w:(u), we get J$’ = df. By 
multiplying out the brackets in (13) and using (15) again, one verifies 
2: = a[. Finally, we add the integrals (13) over all i and j and get 
m(df+mdf)=ij [VW;(U)- m%(u)1 CowfJu) - mw%u)l dJYuh 
and the left-hand side is mdf’ by Definition 2. 1 
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